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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

The Great American Crawl

●

Wheeling trips with thousands of members from Coast to Coast hitting Trails/Parks with industry
enthusiasts

●

h ps://www.facebook.com/groups/TheGreatAmericanCrawl/

Oxnard, Calif. (August 14, 2020) – (BUSINESS WIRE) – Rockstar Performance Garage
(RPG), collaboration between Rockstar Energy Drink and LDRSHIP designs to build the
first Lifestyle Garage, and Scosche® Industries are bringing the wheeling to you. Since the
start of the year, events have been getting canceled and enthusiasts have been left with
little to enjoy.

The Great American Crawl (GAC) kicked off last weekend in Missouri at the Southern
Missouri Off-Road Ranch (SMORR). Enthusiasts showing up over the two days of wheeling
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had traveled from across the country to wheel with popular influencers like @GRDLOC,
@MISCHIEFMAKERJKU and @LITEBRITESTUDIOS they follow on social media
platforms.
GAC is a series of trail rides that brings members together in specific off-road destinations
across the country. These destinations are highly popular bucket list off-roading spots that
are challenging with trails from mild to wild. Members show up to wheel in stock Jeeps,
trucks and utv’s to fully built off-road rigs and bouncers capable of climbing the rock ledges
that adorn these parks and trails.
“We are excited to get out and meet the enthusiasts on the trail. It’s a great way to get out
and have fun from the safety of your own vehicle. Enjoy a cold Rockstar Energy on us and
come hit a trail with us” -Nicholas Ashby owner, Rockstar Performance Garage
There is no cost to be a part of the group or to wheel with the group. Some parks have a
daily access fee around 20-25 dollars. Joining the Group offers huge discounts frompartner companies supporting the trail rides, meeting new friends that share the same
hobbies and the safety of not wheeling alone. Trying to cover all the destinations we could we consulted with different industry people and
enthusiasts and built a great list of locations.
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8/7-9
8/21-23
9/4-6
9/18-20
10/2-4
10/8-11
11/6-8
11/27-29

EVENT #1
EVENT #2
EVENT #3
EVENT #4
EVENT #5
EVENT #6
EVENT #7
EVENT #8

SMORR MO
WINDROCK, TN
AOP
BLACK MOUNTAIN KY
WOLF CAVES, TX
TRAIL HERO, UT
MOAB, UT
HUMP & BUMP NV

Rockstar Performance Garage and its fleet of Ambassador Rigs are attending all the rides and
capturing photos and videos of each trip at no cost to the enthusiasts attending. You will find all this
media on their website, social channels and recap videos on Youtube.
http://www.rockstarperformancegarage.com/the-great-american-crawl-smorr/
https://www.youtube.com/c/RockstarGarage
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